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Universities must
transform to align with
Industry 4.0
Wawasan Open University’s grand 9th convocation
ceremony on 24 November 2018 saw an earnest
caution for Malaysian universities to increase their
engagement with industry in preparation for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0).
• Read more on page 4

Four conferred
Honorary Degrees
for Values and
Perseverance
Four consummate experts and leaders
from business and industry were
conferred Honorary Degrees by WOU
to salute their spirit of entrepreneurship
and philanthropy.
• Read more on page 3

GIOAS to guide
next phase
of University
development
WOU proudly announces the
launching of the George Town
Institute of Open and Advanced
Studies (GIOAS) in January 2019…
• Read more on page 5

Focus on Accelerated
Innovation of Familiar
Commodities, SMEs told
Small and medium-scale enterprises (SMEs)
have been exhorted to focus on accelerated
innovation in order to sustain competition and
growth, and move up the value chain to become
high-tech industry and world players.
• Read more on page 6

Jubilant
Testimonies from
Convocation Day
on 24 Nov 2018

Education boost for
Visually-Impaired
across country

Graduates share their learning
journey at WOU and joy of
graduation.

Blind and visually-impaired (BVI)
Malaysian students will soon be able to
pursue their dream of attaining higher
academic qualifications…

• Read more on page 8 & 9

• Read more on page 10
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Welcome to 2019! WOU looks forward to further transforming itself
into a leading higher learning institution in Malaysia and the region, while continuing to
raise its stature in the global arena. We aspire to exceed our students’ expectations by
delivering top quality programmes and offering positive learning experiences.
I believe that WOU can provide its students - both from the open distance learning
or full-time study modes - a firm foundation, providing opportunities to help them to
become employable graduates with in-demand skills and knowledge.
Like any other university, WOU faced many challenges and new developments last year
in the midst of the changing higher education landscape and advent of Industry 4.0. In
response, we have striven to keep abreast with the changes and achieve even more.
We have also embarked on transformation plans by setting up various work streams
to drive and direct our actions. Among them are our digital transformation, student
engagement, outreach and marketing work streams.
At WOU, the students’ welfare, well-being, student engagement, learning experience,
professional development and future career prospects remain our priority and focus.
As the “people’s university”, we care for our students’ holistic development and
accomplishments in life, so that they in turn become good citizens of the country.
As for our academic programmes, we ensure that they are relevant and applicable
for the workplace and society. We engage the industry more extensively for feedback
and collaboration. We also leverage on the expertise of industry leaders for the benefit
of the University and our graduates. In fact, it was our pleasure to award Honorary
Degrees to four titans from the corporate sector - Tan Sri Azman Mokhtar, Tan Sri Soong
Siew Hoong, Dato’ Gooi Hoe Soon and Dr William Fung - at WOU’s 9th Convocation
ceremony. My congratulations to them!
I also take pride in highlighting the launching of the George Town Institute of Open
and Advanced Studies (GIOAS) within WOU, led by Tan Sri Andrew Sheng, to gather
creative ideas and thoughts to guide the future strategic direction of the University.
We shall organise more public talks and events this year to further engage the public and
we will continue to carry out more corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes.
Let me reiterate that our students are important to us. In line with being a people’s
university, we have given over RM11 million in scholarships, grants and rebates to help
more students afford the education delivered at WOU. More importantly, we promise to
continue to improve our services to help students learn better.
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IN THE LIMELIGHT

FOUR CONFERRED
HONORARY DEGREES
FOR VALUES AND
PERSEVERANCE
Tan Sri Azman (right) and Dato’ Gooi (2nd from right) at the ceremony.

Four consummate experts and leaders from business and industry
were conferred Honorary Degrees by WOU to salute their spirit of
entrepreneurship and philanthropy.
Former managing director of Khazanah Nasional Bhd, Tan Sri Azman
Mokhtar, and Group Chairman of Hong Kong-based Li & Fung Ltd,
Dr William Fung Kwok Lun, received the Honorary Doctor of Letters
degree.
A director of Bank Negara Malaysia, Dato’ Gooi Hoe Soon, and an avid
promoter of small and medium-sized industries (SMIs), Tan Sri Soong
Siew Hoong, were awarded the Honorary Doctor of Business degree.
In his acceptance speech at the 9th Convocation Ceremony in Hotel
Equatorial Penang on 24 November 2018, Tan Sri Azman praised
WOU for its lifelong learning opportunities. He shared his own journey
of lifelong learning from his secondary schooling at Malay College
Kuala Kangsar to his Master of Philosophy in Development Studies at
Cambridge University, UK.
In his convocation address, Chancellor Tun Mohamed Dzaiddin
Abdullah lauded Tan Sri Azman for his leadership of Khazanah, and
for pioneering the Khazanah Megatrend Forum series which brings
together experts and thought leaders to discuss current issues, and
also for establishing Think City, a Khazanah unit dedicated to urban
conservation initiatives.
Tun Dzaiddin highlighted that Dr Fung transformed a small start-up
trading company into the world’s leading supply chain solutions partner
for global consumer brands and retailers. He added that Dato’ Gooi was
involved in the corporate restructuring of institutions like Pos Malaysia
and that Tan Sri Soong has not let age - he is 93 - damper his tenacity.
WOU Pro-Chancellor Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon commended the spirit
of entrepreneurship and philanthropy of the four recipients. He said
the awards signified WOU’s commitment to further enhance the nexus
between education and enterprise, so that its curriculum and research
could be even more relevant to economic and social needs of Malaysia
and beyond.

Tan Sri Azman Mokhtar

Dr William Fung Kwok Lun

Tan Sri Dr Koh flanked by Tan Sri Soong (left) and Dr Fung (right).

SUCCESS THROUGH

FIVE ‘Hs’ OF LIFE
He also spoke of the mindset and values behind the recipients’ success
- in being innovative, visionary, open to calculated risks, tenacious,
persevering, and trustworthy. He complimented their magnanimity in
serving and giving back to society.
Tan Sri Dr Koh also shared the 5 ‘Hs’ that have guided him in life. “First,
stay Healthy,” he said, noting that Dr Fung still runs in marathons.
“Second, be Humble. Here, my role model is Tan Sri Soong, who is so
very simple and down to earth. Being humble also enables us to learn
a lot from others.
“Third, be Honourable. Uphold the principles of integrity, honesty and
sincerity, like Tan Sri Azman. Entrusted with billions in public funds, he
was fully committed to ‘building true value’ for the people and resisted
tremendous pressures to deviate from such principles, especially in his
final four years in leading Khazanah,” Dr Koh added.
“Fourth, foster Harmony, as practised by Dato’ Gooi, who has always
endeavoured to seek and attain pragmatic ‘win-win’ solutions, even in
the most complex of corporate restructuring exercises. Fifth, stay happy,
be optimistic and positive, come what may. In fact, we can be happier if
we are healthy, humble, honourable and harmonious with others.”

Dato’ Gooi Hoe Soon

Tan Sri Soong Siew Hoong
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IN THE LIMELIGHT

UNIVERSITIES MUST TRANSFORM
TO ALIGN WITH INDUSTRY 4.0
AWARDS FOR
HIGH ACHIEVERS
Prof Zoraini also congratulated three top students.
The Tun Dr Lim Chong Eu Memorial Prize for
best ODL graduate at the postgraduate-level
was won by Datin Poonam Devi Talissiram from
the Commonwealth Executive MBA (CeMBA)
programme. Poonam is a director of an
employment screening agency in Petaling Jaya.

Tun Chancellor (seated, 2nd from left) delivers his convocation address.

Wawasan Open University’s grand 9th convocation ceremony on 24 November 2018 saw
an earnest caution for Malaysian universities to increase their engagement with industry in
preparation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0).
In making the call, Chancellor Tun Mohamed Dzaiddin Abdullah said that Industry 4.0 impacts on
both workplace and society, with breakthroughs being made in fields like artificial intelligence,
robotics, 3-D printing, autonomous vehicles and smart factories.
He added that 21st century knowledge and skills in data analytics, big data, cloud computing,
AI and automation are critical for producing employable, future-proof graduates. “Universities
must therefore transform what they teach and how students learn,” he said in his address
during the event held at Hotel Equatorial Penang.

The Chancellor’s Gold Medal for emerging top
among ODL undergraduates was presented
to Paul Goh Yeng Weeh from the Bachelor of
Technology (Hons) in Construction Management
programme. Goh, who juggles work as a senior
manager for project and quality at a construction
company in Puchong, is now pursuing the MBA in
Construction Management at WOU.
The Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik Memorial Gold Prize for
the most outstanding student from the full-time
undergraduate programmes was awarded to Lau
Sheue Wen, from the Bachelor of Business (Hons)
in Management programme. Lau is a management
trainee at a manufacturing company in Sungai
Petani, Kedah.

Pro-Chancellor Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon stressed that policies are being formulated to mitigate
any negative impacts from Industry 4.0, and harness the benefits of the new technologies. He
cited the example of the National Policy on Industry 4.0 recently launched by the government.
Since education is also disrupted by the new technologies, WOU has embarked on a major
transformation initiative from mid-2017 to ensure it stays relevant, Dr Koh emphasised. “Building
on the foundation and achievements so far, WOU should forge ahead to be the university of the
future. We shall also reach out beyond our shores to other ASEAN countries,” he said.
Acting Vice Chancellor Prof Zoraini Wati Abas reported that the convocation was seeing 658
new graduates from WOU, with 166 emerging with postgraduate qualifications and 492 with
undergraduate qualifications. Of the latter, 64 were from full-time study mode, including the
first batches from the logistics & supply chain management, sales & marketing, and computer
systems & networks programmes.

Prof Zoraini presents her report.

The event also featured WOU’s two inaugural PhD graduates in Arts & Humanities, as well as the
first batches of graduates from the open distance learning (ODL) programmes of mechatronics
and human resource management.

Giving a thumbs-up!

Happy group of graduates from the full-time degree programmes.
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Baby in tow to add to graduation joy.

Taking a wefie for remembrance.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

GIOAS

to guide next phase of
University development

WOU proudly announces the launching of the George Town Institute of
Open and Advanced Studies (GIOAS) in January 2019, an initiative of
the University dedicated to the advancement of openness, diversity and
complexity in the pursuit of peace, prosperity, happiness and well-being.
The institute seeks to attract thinkers, teachers, students and doers in the
world of science, social science, business, government and civil society
- from all societies, Eastern and Western - to come together to deliberate
over ideas for such advancement.

CHAIRMAN

The GIOAS International Advisory Board (IAB) is led by Tan Sri Andrew
Sheng, Distinguished Fellow, Asia Global Institute, University of Hong
Kong, and former Chairman of Khazanah Research Institute. The IAB is
tasked to provide independent advice and contribute to WOU’s future
strategic direction as the University enters a new phase of development.
The GIOAS International Advisory Board comprises:

MEMBERS

Tan Sri Andrew Sheng

formerly served as Chairman of the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong, and central banker with the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority and Bank Negara Malaysia, including a stint at
the World Bank. He is an Adjunct Professor at the Graduate School
of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University, Beijing and
Faculty of Economics, Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur.

Dr Yaga Venugopal Reddy

former Governor of the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI). He is a Visiting Fellow
at London School of Economics, and
Honorary Professor at Centre for Economic
and Social Studies at Hyderabad.

Dr Shiu Man Fai

former Consultant Cardiologist at Royal
Free Hospital, London. In the early 1980s,
he was one of the handful of cardiologists
who foresaw the potentials of coronary
artery angioplasty and stenting, and
led the group in setting up the British
Cardiovascular Interventional Society.
He reached the post of Head of Division
for Specialised Services (Cardiac/Renal/
Radiology and Oncology) at the University
Hospital of Coventry and Warwickshire.

SAVE ULU MUDA
FOREST FOR
NORTHERN
WATER SUPPLY
NEEDS

Dr Douglass Carmichael

physicist, humanist, psychoanalyst,
entrepreneur and economic advisor to
the Institute for New Economic Thinking
(INET), and former Professor at University
of California, Santa Cruz.

Ms Wang Yuan

former Chief Economist, China
Development Bank, Beijing, the largest
development bank in the world. She was
also Chief Adviser of the Securities and
Futures Commission, Hong Kong, and has
previously worked at the Chinese Ministry
of Finance, People’s Bank of China and the
World Bank in Washington, DC.

Dr Stephen Oppenheimer

British geneticist and author. He is an
honorary fellow of the Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine, and was trained
in medicine at University of Oxford and
University of London.

Mr Jan Wouter Vasbinder

Founding President, Institute Para Limes,
Europe, and former Director, Para Limes,
Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore.

The head of Penang’s water supply authority has made an urgent call for the Ulu Muda Forest Reserve in Kedah to be
gazetted as a Northern Region Water Catchment Area in order to halt harmful logging activities and sustain water supply to
the two states and also neighbouring Perlis. Projections indicate that with continued logging and dry weather, the Sungai
Muda river in the forest may meet their combined raw water needs only up to 2025.
Penang Water Supply Corporation (PBAPP) CEO Dato’ Jaseni Maidinsa said this in a public lecture on Water Supply
Sustainability for Penang at the WOU main campus on 2 October 2018.
Ulu Muda is the key water catchment for the three northern states, providing 96% of the water supply in Kedah, 70% in
Perlis, and more than 80% in Penang. Jaseni called on the federal government to ban logging in Ulu Muda by gazetting the
area as a 100% water catchment.
He noted that Penang is the only state with “no water rationing”. “We have the highest water treatment reserve margin
of 34.8%, as compared to the national average of 13.2%, to take care of peak demands, dry weather demand and nonreserve water (NRW) lost through leakage or theft,” he stressed..
Jaseni also delved on the challenge of meeting the state’s high per capita domestic consumption which increased by 8.2%
from 1999 to 2017. “The projected water consumption for Penang is going to double from 826 million litres per day (MLD)
in 2017 to 1,884 million litres per day in 2050,” he warned.
Another challenge to Penang’s water supply is the reliance on only one primary raw water resource. “More than 80% of
Penang’s raw water is abstracted from Sungai Muda daily,” he said.

Dato’ Jaseni calls for logging ban
at Ulu Muda Forest Reserve.

More than 120 people from the local authorities, PBAPP, government agencies, NGOs and the University attended the talk
organised by the School of Humanities & Social Sciences.
W A W A S A N L I N K • JAN-MAR 2019
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IN CAMPUS

Students Urged to
Network, Make Most of
Varsity Life

Prof Tan shares his experience in product innovation.
Robinson points out the formula for success.

Over 200 full-time students and staff of WOU were given encouraging
insights on the importance of networking and steering oneself with
vision when American motivational speaker/author Wayne C Robinson
visited the main campus to share lessons from his own personal
journey to success.

Focus on Accelerated
Innovation of Familiar
Commodities, SMEs told

Speaking at an in-house talk titled Live Your Dreams! on 29 October
2018, Robinson stressed: “You have to be open to do something
different. You have to get to know people. You got to network. You
have no idea what that person can do to your life to get where you
want to go!”

Small and medium-scale enterprises (SMEs) have been exhorted to focus
on accelerated innovation in order to sustain competition and growth,
and move up the value chain to become high-tech industry and world
players.

He also urged the students to volunteer in NGOs or work part-time
in related fields to “improve social and networking skills, learn how
to negotiate, build self-confidence, learn teamwork, learn how to love
others, learn how to give back, and increase your job opportunities”.

In his public lecture on Accelerating Product Innovation in a Big Data
Environment, Prof Tan Kim Hua, Professor of Operations and Innovation
Management in the UK Nottingham University Business School,
cautioned that SMEs should not just do R&D for product innovation. They
need to also have a business model to capture and sustain markets.

In effect, they should get more out of a university besides a degree.
“Look at the university as an experience to identify your dreams,
strengths, talents, skills and weaknesses. People who succeed have
goals, and are disciplined to pursue their dreams,” he said, highlighting
a “CFA” formula for success. “Success equals Clarity plus Faith plus
Action. Be clear about what you want. Have faith and belief that you
can get it, and take decisive action to go after it.”
Robinson also pointed out that 70% of jobs are found through
networking. “So meeting people you don’t know helps,” he said,
reminding that success often starts with a dream. “Have vision boards
to write down your goals. The vision board can have pictures of what
you want and positive affirmations. It reminds you every day of what
you want to do.”
Icebreaker for students to learn how to connect and network.

The talk organised by the School of Science & Technology was held at
the WOU main campus on 14 November 2018. Prof Tan said SMEs must
make their innovations more structured, accelerated, efficient, low-cost,
low-risk and have less uncertainty.
He advised SMEs to choose a simple product aligned to their business
direction and have well-known market size. They should use existing
technology to radically differentiate the product, assess the value
creation, have IP protection by securing patent at strategic markets,
and launch the new product fast. Start-ups can today sell online through
channels like eBay and Amazon, he noted.
He cited two case studies of successful accelerated innovations by SMEs.
In the first case, he explained how an age-old bubble sensor conventional
levelling instrument was transformed into a waterproof digital levelling
tool, called Digi-Pas, to capture markets among building construction
and military organisations, Boeing, Rolex, and NASA.
The second was on eGeeTouch, the world’s first smart luggage lock,
which uses near-field communication (NFC) smart tags, smartphones,
smartwatches and so on, with patents in the US, EU, Japan and China.
Prof Tan said innovation must lead to high value creation. The Amazon
retail price of Digi-Pas is approximately 4 to 30 times that of the traditional
bubble sensor levelling tool, while that of the smart luggage lock about 7
times more than the conventional luggage lock.
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IN CAMPUS

INSPIRED STUDENTS
QUAKE WOU WITH PUBLIC
SPEAKING SKILLS

STUDENTS FLAUNT NIFTY
PRODUCT INNOVATIONS
TO EYE START-UPS

Twenty-year-old Nur Batrisyia Kamal Mohd from WOU’s full-time Psychology
degree (BAPS) programme outshone five other finalists to win the in-house
‘YouthQuake 2018’ public speaking competition on 22 November 2018.
The final session was held by the School of Humanities & Social Sciences
(SHSS) at the WOU main campus. The competition was open to full-time
students pursuing the Public Speaking course offered by the School.
Nur Batrisyia spoke on the topic of ‘Bullying”, highlighting incidences of
sodomy, hazing, beatings, cyber-bullying, and other physical, emotional and
physical forms of abuses.
Previnan Ravindran, 20, from the Management degree (BBMG) programme,
gave an inspiring speech on the theme of “You can do it!” He shared how
we can lift other people’s spirits and build their confidence with timely
motivational words.
Assoc Prof Dr S Nagarajan, Dean of SHSS, was on hand to present the
certificates.

Demonstrating how the biometric palm reader works to a fellow student.

Forty aspiring young entrepreneurs from among WOU’s full-time students
recently displayed their creativity and innovative spirit in developing practical
consumer products, each with the potential to trigger or boost a start-up
business.
The students from the Entrepreneurship Development course were
participating in a half-day Entrepreneurship Product Idea Pitching Event
organised by the School of Business & Administration (SBA) at the main
campus on 22 November 2018. Divided into 10 teams of 4 members each,
they presented their product ideas, together with samples and/or prototypes
to staff and students.
Indeed, the students came up with a number of nifty innovative ideas. The
new conceptualised products included a smart multifunctional wardrobe,
door latches for home security, “beespoon” made of 100% honey for
consumption, Tupperware holders, a vision-based telephone relay system
for the hearing and speech impaired, a light battery-operated walking stick, a
biometric palm reader, and even smart traffic lights with AI technology.

Nur Batrisyia (centre, 2nd row) and Previnan (right, 3rd row) with
the other finalists, peers, judges and Dr Nagarajan (front, 2nd from left).

‘Namaste WOU!’

Wows Crowd with Cultural Fun

Indian fashion show by the students.

The University’s main campus in Penang was hit by the colourful and
pulsating vibes of Indian cultural entertainment when a lively celebration
dubbed ‘Namaste WOU!’ was held here on 1 November 2018. Organised by
students from the Comparative Religions course and the Full-time Student
Council, the occasion even saw a few senior management staff joining in as
the pupils let their hair down for a bout of good-natured merriment.

Learning more about the innovative walking stick.

Staff joining the students on the dance floor.

The Penang Dhol Blasters kicked off the event with the vivacious beats of
their dhol drums. Other performances included a student fashion show, a
medley of popular Tamil movie songs and a ‘kolattam’ stick dance. The
highlight was a performance by a group of student Bhangra dancers as well
as the open floor that drew everyone to dance to the pumping beats of the
Penang Dhol Blasters.

Over 130 people attended, many of them decked in traditional Indian attire
like kurtas, salwar kameez and sarees.
W A W A S A N L I N K • JAN-MAR 2019
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FEATURE STORY

JUBILANT TESTIMONIES
Sisters fulfil cherished dream of learning

Tunku Abdul
Rahman
University College
lecturers earn
inaugural PhDs in
Arts & Humanities

REVATAY SUPRAMANIAM
41, Account Manager,
JobStreet Malaysia, Penang
Graduating with the inaugural Bachelor of Business (Hons) in Human Resource Management, she found
that WOU’s customisation of programmes in accordance with working adults’ expectations made the
learning experience flexible and easier.
“My HR knowledge from WOU allows me to format the HRMIS system, especially for tracking of job
seekers and job advertisers. I can apply whatever I learned to my work, such as in understanding
labour law requirements for HR, and assisting customers in drafting their talent requirement
searches for online advertising.
“I can also upgrade my career from what I am right now, and land an HR-related job. I have the HR
qualifications, and so I have to now build my experience and slowly move up in my HR career.”

Pioneer mechatronics graduate sets
sights even further
JAYARAMAN BASKARAN
DR LYE SIEW EAN
“My PhD journey at WOU
was fruitful and fulfilling at the
same time. It helped greatly to
strengthen my professional and
personal capabilities.”

27, Technician,
Infineon Technology, Kulim
Being among the first batch of graduates in WOU’s inaugural Bachelor of Technology (Hons) in
Mechatronics programme, he has since applied to a few companies for the position of an engineer. He
intends to pursue the Commonwealth Executive Master of Business Administration (CeMBA) at WOU
at a later stage.
“By working on this degree I learned to be better in decision-making and developing good
teamwork among my colleagues. I also improved my presentation and communication skills, as
well as my technical capabilities through the hands-on tasks during the lab sessions.
My ambition is to scale up to become an engineer, and I want to eventually venture into my own
business.”

Reaping fruits of a degree with new
S’porean job
DR ANGELINA TAN WAN LIN
“I had very dedicated supervisors
who encouraged independent
learning and research while
providing proper and necessary
guidance. I also received good
support from WOU.”

NG AIK HOE
24, Engineer,
ETLA Ltd, Singapore
His decision to pursue the inaugural Bachelor of Technology (Hons) in Mechatronics at WOU in
2015 has proven to be a most propitious move. Having earned the degree three years on, he was
immediately accepted as an engineer by a prominent industrial manufacturing firm in Singapore.
“The degree helped me to land this job in Singapore in September 2018. I can use the qualification
gained in WOU together with my experience to further advance in my job.
WOU’s student portal provided us with convenience as we could have access to study-related
resources, such as the timetable and course materials.”
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FEATURE STORY

from Convocation Day on 24 Nov 2018

Rising above physical
challenges with a CeMBA
degree

Top postgraduate student
wins Tun Dr Lim Chong Eu
Memorial Prize

LOW YEW LOI

POONAM DEVI TALISSIRAM

41, Construction Contract Manager,
Kuala Lumpur
He lost his right leg in an industrial accident nine years ago while
working as a construction site manager and now uses a prosthetic
limb. However he was still determined to enhance his academic
credentials with WOU’s Commonwealth Executive MBA (CeMBA)
programme.
“WOU gave a great discount in tuition fees for special-needs
students when I enrolled. During my studies, I gained a good
network and was exposed to a great overview of the business
world. I got to interact with other course mates and tutors. We
learnt and shared our management experiences in various business
environments.
This MBA programme helped develop my management skills and
business mindset. I hope to rise to become a general manager.”

Director, Employment Screening
Agency, Kuala Lumpur
The Petaling Jaya resident graduated from the CeMBA programme.
She is a director of an employment screening agency, with offices
in San Francisco and Kuala Lumpur. She felt that she needed more
business and people skills, and so took up the postgraduate degree.
“Our scrolls and transcripts are only career boosters. Intangible
skills like teamwork, ability not to crack under pressure, and good
command of languages will set us apart from the herd-mentality
workforce.
We are graduating today from this prestigious University where
its programmes are tailored to the needs of the industry to remain
relevant and current. We also learned and cultivated the soft skills
needed to thrive in this challenging world, apart from the knowledge
and competency acquired through our studies.”

Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik
Memorial Prize for top
full-time graduate

Best ODL undergraduate
receives Chancellor’s
Gold Medal

LAU SHEUE WEN

PAUL GOH YENG WEEH

24, Management Trainee,
Perusahaan Sindi, Sungai Petani
Graduating from the full-time Bachelor of Business (Hons) in
Management programme, she revealed her key to success: “Be
humble and be hard working!”
“My dad is a carpenter and my mum a housewife. My tuition fees
were 100% covered by the WOU Bursary Award but I had to do well
every semester.
“I have been working with Perusahaan Sindi since March 2018. I am
learning a lot about logistics - how to process orders received from
customers from overseas, and so forth. If there is an opportunity I
would like to venture into any field, as I want to become a multitalented worker and climb up in my career.”

Senior Manager, Project & Quality,
Construction Firm, Puchong
He graduated with a Bachelor of Technology (Hons) in Construction
Management degree and is now pursuing his MBA in Construction
Management at WOU. He works as a senior manager for project and
quality at a construction company in Puchong, Selangor.
“I have learned a lot about the fundamentals of building and
construction technology at WOU. The University equipped me with
competitive knowledge that enables me to sharpen and strengthen
my career in the construction industry.
We can achieve if we believe. According to Prime Minister Tun Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, ‘Education is a lifetime job. To move forward,
we need to develop new knowledge’.”

Congratulations to WOU’s 166 postgraduate students and 492 undergraduate students 428 part-time study and 64 full-time study - from the Class of 2018!
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REACHING OUT

EDUCATION BOOST

FOR VISUALLY-IMPAIRED ACROSS COUNTRY
Blind and visually-impaired (BVI) Malaysian students will soon be able to
pursue their dream of attaining higher academic qualifications, thanks to
a collaboration between WOU and one of the country’s premier charitable
institutions for the sightless.
The University and the St Nicholas Home (SNH) Penang have jointly
undertaken to help visually disabled school pupils gain access to learning
resources and eventually pursue tertiary education.
In line with its corporate social responsibility, the University inked a
memorandum of agreement (MoA) with SNH in a simple ceremony held
at the main campus on 11 October 2018. The document was signed by
WOU Acting Vice Chancellor Prof Zoraini Wati Abas and St Nicholas Home
Chairman Rt Rev Dato’ Dr Charles Samuel.

“This will enable the teachers of the Home to share their learning resources
with the visually-impaired primary and secondary school students throughout
Malaysia,” Prof Zoraini remarked. “It will also give an opportunity for the
visually-impaired learners to enhance their knowledge and skills in attaining
higher academic qualifications.”
Meanwhile, Rt Rev Charles thanked WOU for its support in making
educational resources available for BVI students. “Web accessible e-learning
allows blind and visually-impaired students efficient and timely access to
educational materials that would help them cope with their studies,” he said.
St Nicholas Home instructor S Gomathi demonstrates how visually-impaired
learners can access the content of the learning management system.

WOU Board of Governors Chairman Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon was on hand to
witness the proceedings. WOU’s Educational Technology & Publishing (ETP)
Director Grace Lau and the the Home’s Executive Director Daniel Soon Aik
Bin were present as witnesses.
The MoA seeks to formalise the development and deployment of a Moodlebased learning management system (LMS) for the Home by the University.
WOU will provide LMS hosting services and technology support at minimal
fees to enable SNH to use the LMS effectively and efficiently to enhance the
students’ learning.

(left to right) Recipients Haida Baharuddin, Halimatussadia Zaffarudin, Hariharan Daventhern, Previnan Ravindran and Siti Khadijah Azizan.

WOU

Extends Full
Scholarship
to 5 Deserving
Students
WOU, through the Wawasan Education
Foundation (WEF), presented the 5th Anniversary
Grant for the September 2018 intake to five
full-time students to cover their tuition fees for
a 3-year Bachelor’s degree programme at the
University, during a simple ceremony at the
main campus on 31 October 2018.

IN SUPPORT OF

RELAY FOR LIFE
TO BATTLE CANCER
In an attempt to help highlight the struggle of cancer patients
and inspire hope among survivors, WOU recently supported the
Relay for Life Penang 2018 as a silver sponsor. A team of 30 staff
and students from the University participated in the customary
walkabout at the Athletics Stadium, Universiti Sains Malaysia
(USM), on 7 October 2018 in dedication to those who have
succumbed to the ailment.
The event was organised by the National Cancer Society of
Malaysia (NCSM) Penang branch and Penang Hospice Society.
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The WOU team hold the banner high during the walkabout.

FOCUS

University appreciation
for long-serving staff
Twenty-eight University staff were honoured with long service awards
during a simple ceremony held at the main campus on 14 December
2018.
On hand to present the 10-year service award was WOU Board of
Governors member Tan Sri Dr Chin Fook Weng, while doing the
honours for the 5-year service award was Acting Vice Chancellor Prof
Zoraini Wati Abas.
Leading the charge for 10 years of dedicated service from the
Operations units were Human Resource Manager Sharizal Inche
Mohamed and ITS Infrastructure Support Manager Khor Kok Yeow.

Dr Chin (centre, 2nd row, in glasses) with the 10-year recipients.

On the academic front, the recipients were School of Business &
Administration (SBA) Senior Lecturers Yap Li Lian and Chong Fook
Suan, outgoing School of Humanities & Social Sciences Lecturer
Kevin Tan Pooi Soo and SBA Administrative Executive Goh Pei Ling.
From academic support, those awarded were Senior Assistant
Registrar Gomathi Chandrasekaran, Educational Technology &
Publishing (ETP) Senior Graphic Designer Valerie Ooi Lay Keat, ETP
Senior Executives Koh Kah Ling and Yeap Hock Aun, Registry Officer
Suraya Hashim and Assistant Library Supervisor Puvaneswary Raju.
The other 10-year award recipients were Corporate Communications
Assistant Manager Selvarani Suppiah, ITS Senior Application Support
Analysts Ong Zie Ling and David Lim Tze Yoong, Senior Secretary
(Chancellery) Cindy Tan Yin Tee, along with General Services &
Administration’s (GSA) Technical Supervisor Balachandran Ponniah
and Driver Kumara Maruthu.

WOU wins on Asian stage
for APEL research
WOU won a gold medal for a research on assessing prior
experiential learning at the 32nd Annual Conference of the Asian
Association of Open Universities (AAOU) hosted by Hanoi Open
University in the Vietnamese capital from 22 to 27 October 2018.
The research paper on Implementation and Challenges of
Accreditation of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL): The Assessor’s
Perspective was produced by lecturers Ooi Li Hsien and Arathai Din
Eak from the School of Education, Languages & Communications.
It won gold in the Best Practice Award category at the conference.
Lecturers Ooi (left) and Arathai with the award and certificate.

Dr Chin and Prof Zoraini (5th and 4th from right) with the 5-year award recipients.

Heading the 5-year service awards list were SBA Associate Professor Dr Balakrishnan
Muniappan and Lecturer Lim Peng Keat, Finance Assistant Manager Kheng Bee Nar and
Johor Bahru Regional Centre Assistant Manager Esther Grace.

KS Jomo named National
Academic Laureate
of Malaysia
Renowned
global
economist
Dr Jomo Kwame Sundaram, an
honorary doctoral holder from
WOU, has been named by the
Ministry of Education as Malaysia’s
National Academic Laureate during
a ceremony held in Putrajaya on 27
November 2018. Prime Minister Dr
Mahathir Mohamad presented the
award to the 66-year old who is a
member of the Council of Eminent
Persons (also referred to as Council
of Elders) which was set up in May
to advise the new government. The
conferral came with a RM200,000
cash prize, trophy and certificate.
Dr Jomo had received the Honorary Doctor of Letters degree at the WOU’s 8th
Convocation ceremony at the main campus in Penang on 23 November 2017. It
was his first honorary degree from a local university. In his acceptance speech at
that time he had stressed on the importance of valuing ideas and truth in one’s life
and career.
W A W A S A N L I N K • JAN-MAR 2019
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STAFF ENGAGEMENT

CHRISTMAS

DO WITH MUSIC,
COLOUR AND JOY

There was festive cheer all around when WOU held its annual Christmas
Hi-Tea, decking the halls with merry colours amid the lingering scents of
cookies and wafting sounds of carols. True to the spirit of the occasion,
many staff members came to the celebration held on 7 December 2018
dressed in jolly red, gold, green and white outfits.

Guest Nick Nichols as Santa Claus distributes sweets to staff.

Full-time student Ooi Jie Wen on ukulele and School of Humanities &
Social Sciences lecturer Kevin Tan Pooi Soo present a few songs.

A group of WOU staff singing a few Christmas carols.

SUNNY CHEERS,
SPORTING FUN

AT STAFF BEACH PARTY

It may not have been exactly the stuff of Baywatch, but WOU’s second beach party for staff
members turned out to be a rather exciting and memorable affair. Over 140 people turned up for
the event at the main campus grounds overlooking the sea on 30 October 2018.
After engaging in a vibrant group aerobics, they played a fun ‘Kungfu Ball’ race which saw teams
walk or run while gripping ping pong balls with chop sticks. The champion team received a token
prize of oat crackers.
The staff members also mingled and feasted on a sumptuous picnic-like spread of grilled corn
on the cob, rojak, apam balik and chapatti, chicken burger, which they washed down with
coconut water and soya drinks.
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LEARNING CORNER

Library Offerings
to Pique the Mind

We bring you a set of previews of yet another four
interesting books from the vast collection in the WOU
main campus library, to increase your knowledge,
broaden your perspectives and inspire your thoughts.

Title

: College Disrupted:
The Great Unbundling
of Higher Education
Author : Ryan Craig
Imprint : 2015, Palgrave
		 Macmillan, 238 p.

Title

The gist of Craig’s work is that
conventional higher education faces
a threatening future in the era of
online education. This is due to costs,
online technology, and increasing
concerns about competency and
return of investment. The rest of the
educational world will have to brace
for the coming storm. Craig proposes
a model of “unbundled” education
that responds to and leverages on
these factors. MOOCs, STEM, flipped
classrooms, debt-loads, for-profits
and return-on-investment are among
the hot topics in the discussions on
trends in higher education. Whatever
occurs, we can be rest assured that
the educational landscape will never
be the same.

The purpose of this book is to
explain how technology-enhanced
teaching and learning are changing
the American universities. Technology
alters the way educators teach and
the way students learn. In particular,
it stresses on active versus passive
learning. Examples of online and
blended classes, and MOOCs are
provided to show how technology
can be applied. The book suggests
strategies for different categories of
universities to survive and flourish in
this new environment.

: Personality
Psychology: Domains
of Knowledge About
		 Human Nature
		 (6th edition)
Author : Randy J Larsen and
		 David M Buss
Imprint : 2016, HarperCollins,
		 262 p.

Title
:
		
Author :
		
Imprint :
		

Title

This book explains the many different
approaches to studying personality
and discusses a few different
models. The authors have devised a
framework of six important domains
of knowledge about personality
functioning - dispositional domain,
biological domain, intrapsychic
domain, cognitive-experiential
domain, social and cultural domain,
and the adjustment domain. Though
the concepts are explained very
thoroughly, the book is not overly
dense or difficult to read.

: Technology and the
Disruption of Higher
Education
Author : Hency C Lucas, Jr
Imprint : 2016, World Scientific,
		 236 p.

Robert Kuok A Memoir
Robert Kuok Hock Nien
with Andrew Tanzer
2017, Landmark Books
Pte Ltd, 376 p.

This book, a tribute to Robert
Kuok’s mother and brother, tells the
remarkable story of how the billionaire
businessman (now aged 94) built a
huge industry, the multinational Kuok
business group, starting it in British
Malaya in 1949 and turning it into
the behemoth it is today. It contains
colourful (but sometimes tragic)
family history, and other fascinating
accounts full of business and
management insights.
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STAFF NEWS

ACADEMIC TALENTS COME ABOARD

THE WAWASAN SHIP

Prof Balakrishnan Muniandy
With more than 40 years of experience in
various capacities in the field of education,
he was appointed Professor of the School of
Education, Languages & Communications
(SELC) on 16 November 2018. He holds
a PhD from University of Oregon (USA)
as well as a Master of Education and a
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) from Universiti
Sains Malaysia (USM). Prof Balakrishnan
also has a Certificate in Teaching from
Malayan Teachers College (MTC), Penang.
His current research interests are in
Educational Technologies, Digital Wisdom
and Lifelong Learning.
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Tenku Nur Shahrul Hizam
Tenku Izham

Mr Munyiswar Munisamy

She was appointed Senior Lecturer of
the School of Business & Administration
on 17 December. She holds an MSc
in Finance and a Bachelor in Business
Administration (Hons) (Banking and
Finance) from Universiti Utara Malaysia, as
well as a Diploma in Investment Analysis
from Universiti Teknologi MARA. She had
previously worked with financial institutions
and at the trading department of a reputable
investment bank in Malaysia.

He assumed the position of Senior Lecturer
at the School of Business & Administration
on 3 September. Prior to joining WOU, he
was a Human Resource/Industrial Relations
practitioner and consultant for almost
20 years. His areas of specialty include
Employment Law, Industrial Relations
and Human Resource. Munyiswar holds a
Master in Human Resource Management
from Open University Malaysia (OUM)
and a Bachelor in Economics (Hons) from
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM).

Ms Christine Khoo Geok Ling

Dr Mohd Hezri Marzaki

Ms Thoolasi Kanesin

A holder of a Master of Business
Administration degree from University
of Sunderland, UK, she assumed the
position of Lecturer cum Student Activities
Coordinator at the School of Business &
Administration on 3 December. She brings
with her a versatile skill-set with expertise
in various fields - from manufacturing to
heritage, community and the creative. She
looks forward to sharing her insights and
knowledge at WOU to grow in tandem with
her students and peers.

He was appointed Lecturer of the School
of Science & Technology on 13 September.
Prior to this he was a Graduate Research
Officer with the Distribution Control System
Lab of Universiti Teknologi MARA’s (UiTM)
Faculty of Electrical Engineering. Dr Mohd
Hezri’s thesis for his PhD in Electrical
Engineering at UiTM was titled ‘Modelling
and Control of Distillation Plant Using
Fractional-order PID Controller’.

She was appointed Assistant Lecturer
of the School of Education, Languages &
Communications on 3 December. She holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Early Childhood from
the University of Southern Queensland,
Australia, and a Diploma in Early Childhood
from SEGi College, Penang. She has
had 8 years of early years of teaching
experience before she became a principal
of a preschool. She has also worked as a
part-time lecturer at SEGi College Subang
Jaya for 2½ years, teaching subjects for
Diploma and Certificate students, such as
Play & Learning, Health, Safety & Nutrition
and Mathematics for Young Children.
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IN THE LIVES OF STUDENTS

POSTHUMOUS
DEGREE
for dad inspired
with lifelong learning
Computer programmer Wong Vic Tor was looking forward to
receiving his hard-earned degree after having fulfilled his studies at
WOU when he tragically passed away at the young age of 46 in May
2018. It was therefore a highly poignant moment when the caring
family man was posthumously conferred a Bachelor of Software
Engineering (Hons) degree by Chancellor Tun Mohamed Dzaiddin
Abdullah during the University’s 9th convocation ceremony on 24
November.
On hand to receive the scroll was his son Wong Tien Nam, 20, who
was accompanied to the event by his mother and younger sister.
Vic Tor had succumbed to a cardiac arrest on Labour Day while out
cycling in the morning with a friend, as he often did during weekends
and public holidays.
In paying tribute to his father, Tien Nam lauded him for initially
mustering computer skills on his own from books, and managing
to get work due to his skills and through the reputation he had
developed.

Tien Nam (left) with his sister and mum, following the graduation ceremony.

“Eventually he realised that he needed to get a degree if
he wanted to go higher in his job,” Tien Nam said. “So he
registered for part-time study in WOU. He was actually
aiming to go for a Master’s after his degree.” Vic Tor had
enrolled during the July 2014 intake through Open Entry
using his Diploma in Computer Engineering from a private
college.
Tien Nam added that his father was looking forward to
the convocation. “He always told our family that it is never
too late to study, no matter how old you are,” Tien Nam
recalled. He started at forty-something for his degree. He
had a good personality and was not easily angered. He
did not spend much on himself, but tried to save up and
make sure the family was comfortable.”
Vic Tor also left much wisdom and insight for his children.
“He always told us to be patient, and not get stressed out
or frustrated over small matters.”

Get the latest WOU updates from Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!
Follow us:
http://twitter.com/WawasanOU

LET US HEAR FROM YOU

Contact Us

Email us at enquiry@wou.edu.my

•

For more details, visit wou.edu.my

Call Toll-free 1-300-888-968 (WOU)

•

       019-474 9323

Main Campus
Wawasan Open University
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah,
10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0333
Fax: 04-226 9323
Email: enquiry@wou.edu.my

Ipoh Regional Centre
Wisma Gerakan,
80 Persiaran Greenhill,
30450 Ipoh, Perak.
Tel: 05-242 6323 / 243 6323
Fax: 05-254 9323
Email: ro_ip@wou.edu.my

WOU Regional and
Learning Centres
Open Tuesday to Sunday:
10.00am - 7.00pm

Kuala Lumpur
Regional Centre
Level 3 Menara PGRM,
8 Jalan Pudu Ulu,
56100 Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-9281 7323 / 9283 8323
Fax: 03-9284 9323
Email: ro_kl@wou.edu.my
(Library Services available Tuesday to
Sunday, 10.00am-7.00pm)

Penang Regional Centre
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah,
10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0133/4
Fax: 04-228 4500
Email: ro_pg@wou.edu.my
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Follow us:
#wawasanopenuniversity

Bandar Utama Regional
Support Centre
L2-6 & 7, Wisma BU8,
11, Lebuh Bandar Utama,
Bandar Utama,
47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7629 7223 / 7629 7123
Fax: 03-7629 7023
Email: rso_bu@wou.edu.my
Klang Regional
Support Centre
No. 41(Ground Floor),
Jalan Kasuarina 2/KS7,
Bandar Botanic Capital,
41200 Klang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-3325 2353 / 3325 2373
Fax: 03-3325 2313
Email: rso_klg@wou.edu.my

Johor Bahru
Regional Centre
17 & 19 Jalan Jaya 2,
Taman Jaya,
81300 Skudai, Johor.
Tel: 07-556 4323 / 556 6323
Fax: 07-554 9323
Email: ro_jb@wou.edu.my
Kuching Regional Centre
14 Westin Avenue,
Jalan Tun Jugah,
93350 Kuching, Sarawak.
Tel: 082-578 923
Fax: 082-576 923
Email: ro_kc@wou.edu.my

KPT/JPT/DFT/US/P01

Follow us:
http://www.facebook.com
WawasanOpenUniversity

